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T

he mechanisms that give rise to differences in the structure of
communities associated with hosts are poorly understood.
Among humans, it is widely accepted that the bacterial species
composition within the intestines (i.e., the gut microbiota) is
unique to each person and that the composition of the microbiota
is the product of various factors, including the individual’s genetics, diet, immune system, and behaviors (1). The amount that each
of these contributes to shaping of the microbiota is unclear. Regardless, it is apparent that individuals within a family tend to
harbor a more similar microbiota than others, leading to the suggestion that a person’s microbiota is obtained horizontally as it is
seeded by those in the environment (e.g., parents and siblings)
and shaped via selection by a common culture, environment, and
diet (2–5). This process of host selection and transmission has led
to the hypothesis that the structure of the human gut microbiota
and animal-associated communities, in general, is the result of
coevolutionary processes (6).
Given that evolutionary divergence among hosts results in differences in physiology, diet, immunity, and behavior, it is reasonable to expect host-specific signatures within their microbiota.
One approach has been the reciprocal transplants of gut contents
between germfree animals (e.g., zebrafish to mice, mice to zebrafish) in which the altered niche space of the host environment
results in a remodeling of the inoculated community (7–9). Another approach has been to characterize the gut microbiotas of
diverse animals, largely sampled in zoos and reared on artificial
diets, to show that these gut communities cluster according to
broad dietary classifications (e.g., herbivore, carnivore, omnivore) (10–12). However, both approaches represent artifactual
and extreme comparisons across the evolutionary history of animals. Others have performed natural experiments of sympatric
and nonsympatric populations of insects (13, 14), primates (15–
17), and bats (18). By studying animals within a common habitat,
studies utilizing sympatric populations have shown that interin-
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dividual variations within a host species are greater than the variation between host species. That these studies frequently fail to
find convincing concordance between host evolution and the similarity of their gut communities suggests that host genetics may
have a limited role in the shaping of the microbiota.
A hallmark of the human gut microbiota is that the structure of
an individual’s gut microbiota represents a signature that is
unique to that individual over periods of time spanning years (3,
19, 20). In essence, every person has a highly individualized gut
microbiota. Again, it is unclear whether this is a product of the
unique genetics of each individual or differences in diet, life history, or behaviors. In contrast to humans, chimpanzees do not
appear to harbor individualized gut community structures (16).
In a laboratory setting, while individual Mus musculus mice living
with other mice do not harbor individualized gut community
structures, littermates, cagemates, and mice from the same breeding colony or vendor still tend to have more similar microbiota
than others (21–23). Such results again suggest that nongenetic
factors such as diet and life history have a more significant impact
on the shaping the structure of an individual’s microbiota.
We sought to evaluate these observations by using sympatric
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Using populations of two sympatric Peromyscus species, we characterized the importance of the host species, physiology, environment, diet, and other factors in shaping the structure and dynamics of their gut microbiota. We performed a capture-markrelease experiment in which we obtained 16S rRNA gene sequence data from 49 animals at multiple time points. In addition, we
performed 18S rRNA gene sequencing of the same samples to characterize the diet of each individual. Our analysis could not
distinguish between the two species of Peromyscus on the basis of the structures of their microbiotas. However, we did observe a
set of bacterial populations that were found in every animal. Most notable were abundant representatives of the genera Lactobacillus and Helicobacter. When we combined the 16S and 18S rRNA gene sequence analyses, we were unable to distinguish the
communities on the basis of the animal’s diet. Furthermore, there were no discernible differences in the structure of the gut
communities based on the capture site or their developmental or physiological status. Finally, in contrast to humans, where each
individual has a unique microbiota when sampled over years, among the animals captured in this study, the uniqueness of each
microbiota was lost within a week of the original sampling. Wild populations provide an opportunity to study host-microbiota
interactions as they originally evolved, and the ability to perform natural experiments will facilitate a greater understanding of
the factors that shape the structure and function of the gut microbiota.

Variation in the Peromyscus Microbiota

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample collection. The samples used for this study were collected over a
7-week period during the months of May, June, and July of 2010 in the
Pigeon River State Forest in northern Michigan (latitude, 45.24; longitude, ⫺84.48). The trapping area was a 400-by-400-m plot with 400 traps
set 20 m apart in a 20-by-20 grid (Fig. 1). Small folding aluminum Sherman traps (2 by 2.5 by 6.5 in.; H. B. Sherman Traps, Inc., Tallahassee, FL)
were baited with sunflower seeds each night and opened in the morning.
For each catch, the mouse’s weight, sex, reproductive condition, approximate age, and other notes were collected along with the trapping coordinates, a tissue sample for identification to the species level (25), and a fresh
stool sample for microbiota and dietary analyses. This study was approved
by the University Committee on Use and Care of Animals at the University of Michigan.
16S and 18S rRNA gene sequencing and curation. Microbial genomic
DNA was extracted from fecal samples with the PowerSoil-htp 96-well soil
DNA isolation kit (MO BIO Laboratories) and an EpMotion 5075 automated pipetting system. The V4 regions of the 16S and 18S rRNA genes
from each sample were amplified with custom barcoded primers and sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq sequencer (27). To sequence the 18S rRNA
gene, we adapted the approach used to sequence the V4 region by using
the TAReuk454FWD1 and TAReukREV3 primers, which target the V4
region of the 18S rRNA gene (28). The 16S and 18S rRNA gene sequences
were processed separately with the mothur software package (29) as described previously (27). Briefly, paired-end reads were assembled into
contigs and aligned with 16S and 18S reference sequences from the SILVA
small-subunit rRNA sequence database (30). Aligned sequences were
screened for chimeras with UCHIME (31). The actual commands used in
mothur are available at http://www.mothur.org/wiki/MiSeq_SOP. To assess the error rate after curating the sequences, we included mock community samples in each sequencing run and processed these samples in
parallel with the fecal samples. The observed error rate was 0.03%.
16S rRNA gene sequences were clustered into operational taxonomic
units (OTUs) by using the average-neighbor algorithm with a 3% distance
cutoff. In addition, the 16S rRNA gene sequences were classified by using
a naive Bayesian classifier with a training set (version 9) made available
through the Ribosomal Database Project (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu) (32).
Taxonomic assignments were made on the basis of the lowest level that
provided a confidence score of at least 80%. The taxonomic assignment of
each OTU was made by using the majority consensus taxonomy of each
sequence affiliated with the OTU. The taxonomic assignments were also
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FIG 1 Spatial sampling of P. leucopus (A) and P. m. gracilis (B) indicates that
their habitats overlap.

used to bin each sequence into a phylotype. To minimize the detrimental
effects of uneven sampling on community metrics, all samples were subsampled or rarefied to 4,465 per sample.
18S rRNA gene sequences were also classified by using the naive Bayesian classifier with a training set derived from the SILVA SSU reference
taxonomy database (30). The reference taxonomy used to classify the 18S
rRNA sequences was manually curated to include only eukaryotic taxa
whose members would make up a meaningful portion of the host’s diet.
That is, only sequences mapping to metazoa, embryophyta, ascomycota,
or basidiomycota were included. For practical reasons, we did not attempt
to remove all of the microscopic members of these taxa; however, downstream analysis showed that microscopic members accounted for only a
small portion of the total sequences. The remaining sequences, presumed
to be the major constituents of the Peromyscus diet, were then assigned to
phylotypes at the genus level. To minimize the detrimental effects of uneven sampling on community metrics, all samples were subsampled or
rarefied to 500 sequences per sample. Because of the prevalence of host
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populations of Peromyscus leucopus and P. maniculatus gracilis.
These species are thought to have diverged from their common
ancestor approximately 500 thousand years ago (24). Both species
are widely distributed throughout North America, with P. leucopus being more commonly associated with deciduous forests and
P. m. gracilis being more common in boreal forests (25). Northern
Michigan is unique because it is part of a tension zone where there
is a transition between boreal and deciduous habitats. As a result,
P. leucopus and P. m. gracilis are sympatric in this environment,
despite occupying apparently identical niches (26). This framework provided a unique opportunity to study the contributions of
host phylogeny, environment, and other factors to the shaping of
the mammalian gut microbiota. Using 16S and 18S rRNA gene
sequencing, we were able to characterize the gut community
structures of these animals and the composition of their diets.
Furthermore, because the animals were captured live and released,
we were able to characterize the change in the microbiota of the
animals over the course of several months. Thus, it was possible to
assess inter- and intraindividual variations in the context of interspecies differences while accounting for the diet, habitat, and
physiological characteristics of the individuals.

Baxter et al.

RESULTS

Field capture of Peromyscus spp. Between 25 May and 14 July
2010, we used live traps to capture and release P. leucopus and P. m.
gracilis from sites within a 400-by-400-m grid (at 20-m intervals)
within Pigeon River State Forest in Cheboygan County, MI. Because animals were given ear tags at the initial capture event, we
were able to document the animals that were captured multiple
times. We obtained 58 fecal samples from 26 P. leucopus animals
and 53 fecal samples from 23 P. m. gracilis animals. Among the
samples from animals captured multiple times (n ⫽ 29 animals),
the median distance between successive resampling events was 45
m (minimum ⫽ 0 m, maximum ⫽ 362 m). When we overlaid the
species of Peromyscus on the sampling grid, we were unable to
detect variation in the range of the mice, supporting the notion
that the habitats of these mice overlapped (Fig. 1A and B).
Host species does not affect microbiota structure. We compared the fecal communities of the two host species to test whether
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the genetic differences between the two animal species would
translate into differences in their microbiotas. Using a variety of
statistical tests, we were unable to detect a meaningful difference
between the two species. First, there was no significant difference
in the richness, Shannon diversity, or phylogenetic diversity between the two species of mice (Fig. 2A). Second, there was not a
significant difference in the community structures of the characterized microbiotas of the two species when the YC or weighted
UniFrac community structure metric was used. Third, there was
no significant difference in the variation of their community
structure within the characterized microbiotas of the two species
when either of the community structure metrics was used. Finally,
when we attempted to fit the OTU abundance data to DMM models, there was no support for more than one community type. In
each of these comparisons, the level of variation across mice
within either species was considerable (Fig. 2B).
We observed one OTU that was significantly different between
the two species. This OTU was affiliated with the unclassified
members of the family Porphyromonadaceae (Fig. 2C). Furthermore, among all of the OTUs, this one provided the greatest mean
decrease in accuracy (MDA ⫽ 21.0) when we used the randomforest machine-learning algorithm to distinguish between the
Peromyscus species. The two OTUs that resulted in the next greatest MDAs were associated with Prevotella and Clostridium
(MDAs ⫽ 20.5 and 17.7, respectively). For the random-forest feature selection procedure, we observed an out-of-bag error rate of
33.3%, suggesting that it was not possible to use these OTUs to
reliably and correctly classify the communities found in the two
species of mice. Thus, there was a lack of clear support for the
differentiation of specific members of the Peromyscus species’ microbiotas that parallels that of the host species.
One striking feature of the Peromyscus sp. microbial communities was the large amount of variation in the composition of
their gut microbiota. We observed a total of 3,021 OTUs among all
of the mice; however, the median number of OTUs observed in
each mouse was 277 (95% confidence interval ⫽ 112.5 to 369.75).
Across all of the OTUs, 6 were present in every sample but 23 were
observed in at least 90% of the mice (Fig. 3A). The latter set of
OTUs were affiliated with 10 different taxa and represented 33.1%
of the 16S rRNA gene sequences sampled from the mice (Fig. 3A).
These OTUs did not overlap the one that was identified as being
significantly different between the two species of mice. We next
considered the taxonomic diversity of bacterial genera. Among
the 358 genera that were observed, 22 were observed in at least
90% of the mice and 12 were observed in every mouse sampled
(Fig. 3B). Those genera found in at least 90% of the mice represented 86.3% of the sequences sampled, and those found in every
animal represented 78.1% of the sequences sampled. Within each
animal, we identified the dominant taxa and observed that Lachnospiraceae was the dominant family in 34.7% of the mice, followed by Porphyromonadaceae (30.6%) and the genus Lactobacillus (24.5%). These results demonstrate that although there was
considerable variation among the Peromyscus sp. animals that we
sampled, there was a conserved taxonomic core.
Effects of host physiology on diversity and richness. We next
tested how differences in sex, reproductive condition, and age
affected the gut microbiota of the Peromyscus sp. animals. We
were unable to detect a statistically significant sex-based difference
in the richness, Shannon diversity, phylogenetic diversity, or community structure of the Peromyscus sp. microbiota. To investigate
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DNA in many samples, we were only able to characterize the animals’ diet
in 87 samples by using 18S rRNA gene sequences.
Microbial community and diet analysis. We used several community
analysis tools to help analyze the abundance distributions of the bacterial
OTUs and phylotypes and the diet-related phylotypes. The number of
observed OTUs and Shannon diversity were calculated by rarefaction with
1,000 randomizations. Comparisons of rank-transformed ␣-diversity
metrics were performed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) accounting for
the presence of repeated measures for some animals. To calculate distances between the structures of communities, we used the Yue and Clayton (33) distance metric (YC), which takes into account the membership
and abundance of each OTU, and the weighted UniFrac distance, which
takes into account the phylogenetic relationships between the populations
in the communities (34). These distances were calculated in mothur on
the basis of an average of 100 randomizations. Where appropriate, results
based on the YC metric are denoted with a  subscript and those based on
the weighted UniFrac metric are denoted with a W subscript. Tests to
determine whether the communities overlapped were performed by analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) and analysis of homogeneity of variance, again accounting for repeated measures (35, 36). In addition, we
used the Wilcoxon nonparametric test to compare the median distance of
each sample with that of every other sample. Correlations between matrices were performed with the Mantel test by using 10,000 randomizations.
After a single subsampling, samples were assigned to community types by
using Dirichlet multinomial mixture (DMM) models based on their phylotype abundance (37); comparisons of DMM models generated after
multiple subsamplings were not meaningfully different. To identify OTUs
that were significantly different between samples, we applied two approaches to data derived from a single subsampling of the data. Again,
repeated analyses with multiple subsamplings did not meaningfully affect
the results. First, we used the random-forest algorithm as implemented
in the randomForest R package with 10,000 trees (38). Second, we simplified the data set by selecting those OTUs that were identified in at least half
of the samples and then used a rank-transformed ANOVA that corrected
for repeated measures to identify OTUs that differed significantly between
the two groups. In all of the analyses, P values were corrected for multiple
comparisons by using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction with an experiment-wide significance threshold of 0.05 (39).
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers and source code availability. The sequence data obtained in this study and the MIMARKS metadata
are available through the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under accession
number SRP044050 and BioProject accession number PRJNA254334. A
literate programming document prepared with the knitr R package is
available as a GitHub repository (https://github.com/SchlossLab/wild
_mice). This document contains the source code that was used to generate
results and the figures.

Variation in the Peromyscus Microbiota

the results for P. leucopus and P. m. gracilis, respectively. The alpha diversity of the two species was calculated on the basis of the number of observed OTUs,
Shannon diversity, and phylogenetic diversity; the metrics did not differ significantly between the species of mice (A). The median YC and weighted UniFrac
distances among mice within the same species and across species were large, and the difference was not significant (B). The relative abundances of two OTUs were
significantly different between the two species; however, the effect of the size and relative abundance of those OTUs was small (C).

possible sex-based differences further, we focused on sexually mature adult males and females, which had descended testes and
emerged nipples, respectively; however, we were unable to identify a sex-based effect on the richness, Shannon diversity, phylogenetic diversity, or community structure. Furthermore, none of
the OTUs that appeared in at least half of the samples were differentially enriched in either sex. Stratification of the mice into the
age categories of juvenile (n ⫽ 30), adolescent (n ⫽ 30), and adult
(n ⫽ 51) did reveal small but significant differences in the richness
and diversity between the cohorts; the observed differences in
their phylogenetic diversity was not statistically significant (Fig.
4A). The overall trend was for older mice to have a richer and
more complex community. This was paralleled by a modest correlation between the animals’ weight and their Shannon diversity
(Spearman’s  ⫽ 0.31; Fig. 4B). Although there did appear to be
some effect of age on the richness and diversity of the communities, it was difficult to ascribe much biological significance to these
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differences, considering that the differences in overall community
structure were not significantly different from each other and
there were no OTUs that differed in abundance among the three
age categories. Overall, by the parameters we were able to measure, we were unable to detect a robust effect of host physiology on
their microbiota.
Location of sampling was not associated with variation in
microbiota. Next, we hypothesized that animals collected from
the same environment would be more likely to have similar microbiotas than animals collected from different environments. For
this analysis, we used the sampling coordinates to define the animals’ environment (Fig. 1). When we performed a Mantel test to
examine the association between the distance between the sampling points and the ␤ diversity of the gut microbiotas, we failed to
detect a significant association (Mantel correlation coefficient for
YC distances [M] ⫽ ⫺0.03; Mantel correlation coefficient for
weighted UniFrac distances [MW] ⫽ ⬃⫺0.03). To test for a more
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FIG 2 The microbiotas of P. leucopus and P. m. gracilis could not be differentiated on the basis of 16S rRNA gene sequences. Open and closed circles represent

Baxter et al.

localized habitat effect, we compared the distances collected at the
same site to those collected at different sites and again failed to
detect a statistically significant effect. These results suggest the lack
of a geographic or habitat-based effect on the Peromyscus sp. microbiota.
Diet was not associated with variation in microbiota. To test
the role of diet in the shaping of the Peromyscus species gut micro-

biota, we characterized the dietary contents of each P. leucopus and
P. m. gracilis sample by 18S rRNA sequencing. The diets of P.
leucopus and P. m. gracilis consisted of plant material (e.g., seeds,
nuts, fruits, and green vegetation), arthropods, and fungi, which
was consistent with previous results (26). We removed sequences
outside these broad taxonomic groups to minimize the contributions of microeukaryotic members of the gut microbiota. First, we

FIG 4 Effects of age (A) and weight (B) on richness and diversity.
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FIG 3 A core microbiota exists across mice of both Peromyscus species. The relative abundance of the OTUs (A) and genera and other taxa (B) that were found
in at least 90% of the mice. The limit of detection was 0.02%.

Variation in the Peromyscus Microbiota

tested for a difference in diet composition based on the two species
of Peromyscus. We failed to find a significant difference between
the structures of the diets when using AMOVA with correction for
repeated measures. Second, using the Mantel test, we failed to
identify a significant association between the distances between
samples based on their bacterial community structure and the
distances based on the structure of their diet (M ⫽ 0.07, MW ⫽
0.11). Both analyses suggest the lack of an association between the
structures of the diet and microbiota.
To further characterize the relationship between diet and the
microbiota, we attempted to correlate the relative abundance of
OTUs that were found in more than half of the samples with the
relative abundance of dietary components that appeared in more
than half of the samples. We were unable to detect any statistically
significant Spearman correlation coefficients. Next, we used
DMM models to identify clusters within the diet data. This approach identified two clusters, a cluster of samples dominated by
plant material (n ⫽ 51) and a cluster of samples with a more
diverse mixture of plants, arthropods, and fungi (n ⫽ 36). When
we used these clusters to test for an association within the community structure distance matrix between the microbiotas of the
mice, we did not observe a significant effect of diet on community
structure. We then used the random-forest algorithm to identify
features in the microbiota that could distinguish the two dietary
groups; however, the out-of-bag error rate was 37.9%, which indicates that it was unable to correctly classify the samples. As these
analyses demonstrate, we were unable to find associations between specific members of the microbiota and the dietary contents
of each sample. This confirms our observation that the weak association between the distances between the microbiota and diet
structures was unlikely to be biologically relevant.

January 2015 Volume 81 Number 1

A transient microbiota. A striking characteristic of the microbiotas characterized in this study was the high intra- and interindividual variation. Studies of other animals have observed less
variation in microbiota structure within an individual over time
than between individuals. We sought to determine whether nondomesticated animals also harbor personalized microbiotas. To
investigate this in Peromyscus spp., we took advantage of the ability to catch and release the same animal multiple times. By the
OTU-based approach, the median intraindividual distance was
significantly less than the median interindividual distance (Fig.
5A); however, by the weighted UniFrac-based approach, the difference was not significant. To investigate this further, we calculated the number of days that elapsed between recapturing events
and created five time windows such that each window had approximately the same number of mice that were recaptured within that
time period (i.e., 1 to 3 [n ⫽ 30], 4 to 11 [n ⫽ 22], 12 to 14 [n ⫽
24], 15 to 19 [n ⫽ 21], and ⱖ20 [n ⫽ 24] days apart). We then
compared the intra-animal distances within these time periods to
the interanimal distances of different mice captured within the
same intervals. Surprisingly, only the mice captured between 1
and 3 days apart were more similar to themselves than to other
mice (Fig. 5B). In none of the other time windows was there a
significant difference between the samples collected from the
same animal and the samples collected from different animals.
These results suggest that any individualization of an animal’s
microbiota is quickly lost.
DISCUSSION

An ongoing question within the field of microbiota research is the
degree to which host species, physiology, diet, and environment
contribute to shape the structure and function of the microbiota.
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FIG 5 The individualized structure of the Peromyscus microbiota is transient. The median intra-animal distances between samples were significantly lower than
the median interanimal distances (A). To compare the change in distance with time (B), time windows were selected so that there were approximately the same
number of distances between the same animals per window. The position along the x axis was determined by the mean number of days between samples for the
distances within the window and was jittered so the points for the two comparisons did not overlap; the vertical bars on the x axis indicate the boundaries of each
window. The squares represent the median distance, and the lengths of the error bars reflect the 95% confidence intervals, with short lines representing the
interquartile range. The asterisk indicates that intraindividual distances were significantly smaller than interindividual differences during the first 3 days of
sampling.

Baxter et al.
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cesses that maintain or reduce individualization will help in designing microbiota-focused therapies for humans.
A product of the individuality observed in humans is the lack of
any OTUs that are conserved across all people (3). In spite of the
significant variation among animals in this study, there was strong
evidence of a core set of taxa that were observed across all of the
animals in this study (Fig. 3). At the genus and OTU levels, there
were many taxa present that are commonly found in laboratory
populations of M. musculus. Most striking, however, was the presence of multiple different OTUs affiliated with Lactobacillus in
every animal we sampled. Furthermore, these populations were
among the most abundant populations in the Peromyscus gut microbiota (median ⫽ 11.2%, range ⫽ 3.0 to 93.0%). Although Lactobacillus populations are commonly observed in M. musculus,
they tend to be rare (e.g., ⬍3%) (23). It was also interesting that
nearly all of the animals we captured harbored OTUs affiliated
with Helicobacter, which is commonly associated with colitis in
immunodeficient mice (46). Our result confirms the assertion
that Helicobacter bacteria are normal symbionts of rodents that
can be commensals or pathogens in different contexts. Although
Peromyscus and Mus are distantly related, these stark differences in
gut community composition suggest the need for further exploration of the natural Mus microbiota and immune system (47).
Natural experiments with wild animals provide a unique opportunity to study host-microbiota relationships that are not affected by artifacts introduced into domesticated animals. Our
ability to leverage a capture-mark-release design with sympatric
populations afforded us the ability to study animals living in the
same natural habitat that were consuming similar diets. Exploration of the microbiota of natural animal populations will help us
to better understand the factors that define the human microbiota
and, more importantly, what makes the microbiota of each individual so unique.
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Laboratory- and zoo-based studies are able to control for these
factors; however, they do so in an artificial manner by studying the
animals in artificial environments with an unnatural diet. The
result is a tightly controlled experimental system that does not
allow one to actually study the structure of the microbiota as it
likely coevolved with its host. Here we were able to measure the
effects of these sources of variation on the microbiota in the animals’ actual environment by performing a natural experiment.
We characterized the microbiota structures of two species of Peromyscus that had overlapping habitats and similar diets, and we
were unable to identify biologically meaningful effects of any of
these factors. These results support a previous field-based study of
Peromyscus spp. that could not identify a significant effect of environmental contamination or habitat type on cecal diversity (40).
They also support recent studies of wild European M. musculus
populations that observed that large geographical distances were
the most significant factor in explaining microbiota variation and
that host genetics and diet had relatively minor effects on variation
(41, 42). Other natural experiments investigating the structure of
the microbiota in insects (13, 14), primates (15–17), and bats (18)
also support our results.
The inability to differentiate between the two species of Peromyscus suggests that the genetic differences that have accumulated
in the 500 thousand years since these species differentiated have
not been sufficient to differentiate their microbiotas beyond other
sources of variation. These results support previous studies of
closely related animal species, including primates, bats, and insects, where it has not been possible to associate host evolutionary
history with their microbiota (14–18). It remains to be determined whether there is a minimum evolutionary time period required to differentiate the microbiotas of two species. We hypothesize that insufficient mutations have accumulated since host
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